
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This policy describes how Global Fund Selection SICAV deals with sustainability risks and negative sustainability effects in ac-
cordance with Regulation EU 2019/2088 (“Disclosure Regulation”) on sustainability-related disclosure obligations in the financial 
services sector. 
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1. Objectives and Purpose 

 
Global Fund Selection SICAV fulfills its responsibility under Regulation EU 2019/2088 (the 

"Disclosure Regulation") on sustainability-related disclosure obligations in the financial ser-

vices sector as described below. 

Prosperity and sustainability are directly causally related to the goal of ensuring a sustainable 

quality of life for people. Hence, from our point of view sustainability is not just one individual 

measure but means a deep responsibility for us. We want to be an active partner in supporting 

our customers when it comes to overcoming social and ecological challenges and in recogniz-

ing opportunities. Also, we want to be role models for the financial sector in this process. 

Thus, Global Fund Selection SICAV supports sustainability activities and takes sustainability 

risks and negative sustainability effects into account as described in the following sections. 

 

 

2. How Global Fund Selection SICAV deals with Sustaina-

bility Risks and Negative Sustainability Impacts 

 
Global Fund Selection SICAV uses Sparkasse Schwaz AG as its investment manager. The 

criteria of Global Fund Selection SICAV in connection with the sustainable investment and risk 

policy are considered by Sparkasse Schwaz AG. This includes checking for sustainability cri-

teria and sustainability risks in financial products. The sustainability risks are defined internally. 

Information on this can be found on the website of Global Fund Selection SICAV at www.glob-

alfundselection.com in the section “downloads” under “Sustainable Investment Policy of Global 

Fund Selection SICAV”. 

In accordance with Article 3 Paragraph 1 and Article 4 Paragraph 1 subsection a of the Disclo-

sure Regulation, Global Fund Selection SICAV takes sustainability risks and negative sustain-

ability effects into account. 
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3. Consideration of Sustainability Risks 

3.1 Minimum Ethical Standards 
 

There are no investment limits for Global Fund Selection SICAV regarding sustainability. How-

ever, the investment manager of Global Fund Selection SICAV, Sparkasse Schwaz AG, takes 

into account environmental and social issues as well as those of corporate governance (ESG) 

in its investment analysis and decision-making process. 

All direct investments must meet the minimum ethical standards for products. 

As a minimum standard for direct investments, the following sectors and asset classes are 

excluded from the underlying investment universe: 

• Controversial weapons 

• Food commodity speculation 

• Coal mining (>30% turnover) 

The relevant criteria are regularly updated and checked. 

 

3.2 Sustainability Risks and their Effects on Returns from Investing 
in Products  

 

Due to the aforementioned minimum standards for direct investments the companies with a 

high sustainability risk will be reduced, which can lead to an improvement in the risk-adjusted 

return. 

 

3.3 Sustainability Rating 
 

More detailed sustainability-related information about portfolio management can be found on 

the website of Global Fund Selection SICAV at www.globalfundselection.com in the "down-

loads" section under " Sustainable Investment Policy of Global Fund Selection SICAV ". 


